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Abstract. We studied 16 sunspots with different sizes and shapes using the observations with
the Hinode Solar Optical Telescope. The ratio of G-band and CaII H images reveal rich structures
both within the umbra and penumbra of most spots. The striking features are the compact blob
at the foot point of the umbra side of the penumbral fibrils with disk center-limb side asymmetry.
In this paper, we present properties of these features using the spectropolarimetry and images
in G-band, CaII and blue filters. We discuss the results using the contemporary models of the
sunspots.
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1. Introduction
“Clearly, observations must point the way, because it is evident now that the sunspot is
too complicated a structure to be the product of a single overwhelming theoretical effect.
The sunspot results from the conjunction of several effects, and we can spend a lot of
time guessing what those effects might be without getting anywhere”.
Eugene Parker (Personal communication 2010)

We analyzed the sunspots observations obtained with Solar Optical Telescope (SOT)
onboard Hinode to look for the signatures that are relevant to identify theoretical effect
of different models. A sunspot may be made up of individual flux tubes pressed to-
gether or a monolithic block of magnetized plasma immersed in the solar convective zone
Parker (1979), Meyer, Schmidt & Weiss (1977). High spatial resolution observations of
sunspot formation show that individual magnetic knots appear on the solar surface that
get collected to form larger bodies perhaps by mutual hydrodynamic attraction Parker
(1978). The question still remains that after the knots are collected together to form a
sunspot, do they still retain their individuality? In other words, are there gaps between
the individual flux tubes that contain plasma devoid of magnetic field? Existence of field
free plasma below the visible layer of the sunspots distinguish the two types of sunspots
models del Toro Iniesta (2001). The physical processes leading to the stability and decay
of the sunspot would depend largely on its subphotospheric structure. The time series
of high spatial resolution Hinode observations of sunspots, without the interruption of
atmospheric seeing, provides opportunity to study the finer structures and their tempo-
ral evolution governed by the subphotospheric dynamics. The G-band images serve as
a flux tube diagnostic tool due to their association with magnetic concentrations, with
efficient heat transport leading to the weakening of molecular band and shifting of optical
depth Ishikawa et al. (2007), Sanches Almeida (2001). The Ca II H images provides in-
formation on the layer slightly higher than the height of G-band formation, the combined
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Figure 1. (Right) (a) Ratio of G-band and CaII image of the sunspot. The suncenter is to the
right. The umbral dots are seen enhanced. The disk center is towards right of the sunspot. (Left)
(b) Magnetic Filling factor and G-band intensity of sunspot bright points. The left and bottom
axis labels is for the magnetic filling factor. The Top and Right axis labels are for the G-band
intensity. The bottom arrow indicates that the actual value of the magnetic filling factor of the
umbral bright point may be higher.

understanding of which would provide new understanding of sunspot magnetic structure
Carlsson et al. (2007).

2. Data Analysis
We use the Broadband Filter Imager (BFI) and Spectropolarimeter (SP) observations

obtained with SOT Tsuneta et al. (2008). After initial processing of the level0 data,
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Figure 2. The cartoon of a sunspot that shows theoretical effects of model umbra and
penumbra.

flux calibration was performed using the measurements of solar radiance through filters
made by the detectors on ground and space Shimizu et al. (2007). The ground based
measurements were performed by recording the the full field of view images solar disk
center by the CCD. The space measurements are made by using the synoptic images
that measure the intensities at the solar disk center. The comparison of ground and
space measurements show consistent results. The ratio of the quiet region and the zero
air mass solar flux was used to convert sunspot images into solar flux units. The localized
bright features in the sunspot that could be successfully fitted with a two dimensional
Gaussian function were selected from the co-aligned flux calibrated images. The flux
contained in the half width of the Gaussian surface was measured as the intensity of the
bright points. The magnetic filling factor was obtained by using inversion codes to the
SP observations.
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3. Discussion and Conclusions
Figure 1 (a) shows the example of the ratio of G-band and CaII H images of a sunspot

observed on 02 May 2007. The important features of the ratio images are: (1) The inner
penumbra of the ratio images are brighter compared to the outer part where the CaII
H signal is higher compared to the G-band. There is a sharp boundary at the middle of
penumbra dividing bright inner and dark outer area. (2) The foot points of the penumbra,
which are the locations of the peripheral umbral dots, are brighter compared to the inner
umbral dots. The disk-centerward penumbral boundary has brighter points than their
limb side counterparts. (3) The umbral dots are not uniformly distributed in the umbra.
(4) The umbral dots, closer to the penumbra, are associated with elongated structures
directed inwards. (5) Most umbral dots are not circular but elongated elliptical shape. The
light bridges consists of compact bright points that have elongated structures. Figure 1
(b) shows the G-band flux and magnetic filling factor as a function of continuum intensity
in BFI red filter through at 6685 Å and 6302.5 Å. The solid curve represent the quadratic
function of continuum intensity that follows the trend of both G-band flux and filling
factor.

We interpret these observations using the theoretical models for sunspot structure be-
low and above the visible layer with forest of field free gaps between the flux tubes Parker
(1979), Spruit & Scharmer (2006). Figure 2 describes the physical processes leading to
the observed sunspot bright point. The figure shows seven flux tubes in a bundle embed-
ded in field free plasma expanding above photosphere as the gas pressure drops. The field
free plasma penetrates in the gap between the flux tubes as shown by gray arrows that
transport heat from non magnetic convective zone. The penetrating field free plasma
between the flux tubes oscillates, represented by hatched columns with double arrow,
due to longitudinal overstability Parker (1979) and heats the upper layers represented by
shaded columns, dissociate the molecules in them and produce umbral dots by altering
the optical depth to expose the deeper layers. The inclinaed flux tubes result viewing of
larger part of hot flux tube wall Rutten et al. (2001). The oscillating plasma columns
themselves do not appear at the visible surface as blocked by the overlying magnetic
canopy. The penumbral flux tubes that are at the periphery of the sunspot get extra
heating by direct contact with the convective zone hot plasma represented by hatched
side arrows leading to the brighter penumbral foot points. The penumbral flux tubes are
highly inclined which contribute to the G-band brightness with limb-disk side asymme-
try. As the matter in the flux tube gets heated it expands leading to downward drop in
pressure resulting directional flow indicated by arrows in flux tube 1 and 7 Degenhardt
& Lites (1993). The umbra-ward motion of penumbral grains may also be due to this
effect. In some locations of the umbra the flux tubes are so dense that there is not much
gap between them for the oscillating field free plasma represented by shaded flux bundle
between the 4 and 5 flux tube. At these locations there are few umbral dots leading to
non uniform distribution in the umbra. In the penumbra, the field free plasma would
heat localized regions and produce the bright points represented by shaded and hatched
region near flux tube 1 and 7 and produce hotter flux tube plasma in the outer penumbra
where the plasma is tenuous due to the expanding flux tubes.
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